Motion vector memory reduction scheme for scalable motion estimation
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Abstract. We propose a motion vector memory reduction scheme for the H.264 spatial scalable motion estimation. The spatial scalable prediction of H.264 scalable video coding requires a significant amount of motion vector bits from the previous layer motion prediction. This motion vector causes the internal memory size to increase, which may result in increasing hardware cost and power consumption. To reduce the memory size of the motion vector, we propose a motion vector bit-compression scheme of the interlayer motion estimation. The proposed compression scheme uses the difference value of current motion vector and previous motion vector to get a probability for entropy coding. In addition, the proposed scheme modifies a variable length coding table of the H.264 system as a simple entropy coding table. The proposed scheme reduces the motion vector-storing bit by ~6.5% with less changes in hardware size.

1 Introduction

Scalable video coding (SVC) is a new design that has been standardized as an extension of the H.264 standard. SVC has many scalable skills to adopt many channel types of transmission layers. Temporal scalability, spatial scalability, and quality scalability are the main scalable features of the SVC. Spatial scalability is the key to coded image quality. Spatial scalability is divided into intra and interlayer prediction. Intra-prediction is based on the H.264 standard prediction, and interlayer prediction is an additional prediction for the spatial scalable prediction. Residual prediction and motion prediction are the most complex predictions in interlayer prediction. These methods need temporal information that contains motion vector information of the lower layer. This information causes an increase of internal data transaction, power consumption, and internal memory size. This paper proposes a motion vector–storing bit-compression scheme for internal memory reduction. The proposed scheme compresses internal motion vector memory for enhancement layer motion prediction without a hardware increment.

2 Spatial Scalable Motion Prediction

H.264 SVC follows the conventional approach of multilayer coding. In each spatial layer coded, motion compensation or intraprediction coding is employed as single-layer coding, which is called the intralayer prediction. However, in order to improve coding efficiency, the additional interlayer prediction is included. In the interlayer motion prediction, motion vector information of the base layer is referred to the enhancement-layer motion estimation when the encoding mode is the base-layer mode or the refinement mode. The estimated motion vector information in the previous layer is stored by bits that depend on the search range. For example, when the search range is +64 to −64, one bit for the signed bit, six bits for integer motion vector bit, and two bits for the fractal motion vector bit. Thus, nine bits for the x-axis motion vector value and another nine bits for the y-axis motion vector value are stored. To reduce the temporal motion vector bit, the compression method is required.

H.264 adopts the motion vector coding (MVC) with the motion vector prediction (MVP) for MVC bit reduction. This scheme is based on motion vector characteristics. Motion vectors have a tendency that is a similar value to neighbor motion vectors. The current motion vector is compared to three motion vectors that are located at the top, top right, and left, and the smallest variation of these is selected for prediction. The difference of motion vector values goes near to zero, and these values can be compressed with entropy coding. However, this MVC with the MVP method needs additional memory for previous motion vector information. Motion vectors of the upper line and the left motion vector are referred to the current macroblock line. For example, a maximum of 320 motion vectors are needed when the video resolution is the HD for the current macroblock MVC, and they only hold the motion vector at the current macroblock line. For this reason, the MVC is too big for internal motion vector bit reduction. To reduce memory transaction in the MVC, additional memory and additional processing are needed. Therefore, there is less hardware gain for bit reduction. Thus, the motion vector bit compression scheme will be a simple hardware size with good compression quality.

3 Proposed Motion Vector Memory Reduction Scheme

The proposed motion vector bit compression scheme also bases on motion vector tendency. First, the proposed scheme divides motion vectors to integer motion vectors and fractal motion vectors because integer motion vectors and fractal motion vectors have different probabilities. The case of zero motion in the integer motion vector is higher in probability than other motion cases. However, the fractal motion vector is nearly even in distribution probability of
each fractal motion value. Therefore, the proposed scheme compresses the integer motion vector bit as variable-length bit coding and fixed bit length for the fractal motion vector. In addition, the proposed method compresses the difference of the current motion vector and previous motion vector.

The H.264 system has entropy coding methods. The MVC also uses the signed Ex-Golomb table for motion vector compression. However, these entropy coding methods have long coding table length. For low hardware increments, the proposed compression modifies the signed Ex-Golomb table, which is a simple part of the table, because the unlimited Ex-Golomb table size causes hardware overhead. Thus, the proposed scheme restricts the table size for highly probable motion vector values. When the table codes are bigger than threshold value, the proposed scheme does not follow the end of large Ex-Golomb table value and the proposed coding takes exception code and the fixed code of the original motion vector. The threshold value of the proposed coding is defined by the length of the original motion vector, where it is below the length of fixed code motion vector bits. Figure 1 shows the detail processing of the proposed scheme.

Table 1 is an example of the proposed modified signed Ex-Golomb table when the required motion vector bit is 8. When the motion vector value is 9, a coded motion vector bit “00001001,” which is designated to the exception code and the fixed code of the original motion vector, is added. However, this exception case is a very low probable case. Most motion vectors are represented in less than half of bit cases. Therefore, using this algorithm, integer motion vector bits can be compressed about 50–60%. The proposed scheme operates only one subtraction with the simplified Ex-Golomb table. Thus, the proposed method has lower hardware size increments for temporal motion vector compression than the MVC.

4 Performance Analysis and Complexity Comparison

To verify the performance of the proposed motion vector compression, we execute the motion estimation process with CIF (352×288) resolution video sequences and process on the +128 to −128 search ranges, where motion vector bits are 20 bit per each pair. Fourteen kinds of the video sequences are simulated that are Bridge-Close, Coast-guard, Container, Flower, Foreman, Hall, Highway, Mobile, Mother & daughter (Mother), News, Paris, Silent, Tempete, and Waterfall. These sequences have variable motion cases that are from low motion cases to high motion cases. One-hundred frames of the sequence are simulated with each sequence where the quantization parameter (QP) is 28. Table 2 shows the bit compression ratio of the simulated sequence. Motion vector bits are the average of 99 interprediction frame motion vector bits.

As shown in Table 2 the proposed motion vector compression algorithm reduces total motion vector bits by ~66.5% and reduces integer motion vector bits by ~86.49%. The low motion sequence is more compressed than the high motion sequence because <5 bits motion vector cases (low motion vector values) occur more frequently in video sequences.

Figure 2 is the example of the bit comparison when various QP cases in Silent (low motion), News, and Tempete (high motion) sequences, where QP is 20 (low QP), 24, 28, 32, and 36 (high QP). Following Fig. 2 the proposed method reduces motion vector bits when QP is higher because high QP has more low motion vector cases than low QP.
Table 3 shows the comparison between the proposed method and the MVC of the H.264. The compression ratio of the MVC is simulation results of the same condition. The MVC is also a high-compression scheme. However, the MVC needs two additional memories (one for base-layer encryption, the other for enhancement-layer decryption) and the full-sized Ex-Golomb coding table. Despite the high-compression ratio, the extra memory units make motion vector memory reduction gain low because the MVC mainly considers bit-stream reduction more than hardware complexity. On the other hand, the proposed compression method has no internal memory increment and has the simplified Ex-Golomb table, which is considered for hardware overhead. Therefore, the proposed method is a more attractive compression method for internal motion vector memory reduction.

5 Conclusion

In the interlayer motion prediction, motion vector information of the base layer is referred. Because motion vector information is a large amount of bits to store in memory, motion vector bits are needed to be compressed. The proposed method is based on entropy coding. Difference value of the previous motion vector is coded with the modified signed Ex-Golomb table. The proposed method reduces motion vector bits by ~66.5% without hardware increment. The MVC also highly reduces motion vector bits. However, the MVC needs two additional memory areas for MVP and the full-size Ex-Golomb table, which make motion vector bit-reduction gain low. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is advanced for hardware implementation because of low memory area and low data transaction, which is related to power consumption.
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